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Percy is confused. When he awoke after his long sleep, he didn't know much more than his name.

His brain-fuzz is lingering, even after the wolf Lupa told him he is a demigod and trained him to fight.

Somehow Percy managed to make it to the camp for half-bloods, despite the fact that he had to

continually kill monsters that, annoyingly, would not stay dead. But the camp doesn't ring any bells

with him. Hazel is supposed to be dead. When she lived before, she didn't do a very good job of it.

When the Voice took over her mother and commanded Hazel to use her "gift" for an evil purpose,

Hazel couldn't say no. Now, because of her mistake, the future of the world is at risk.
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I ordered the full set of The Heroes of Olympus today, but did not realize that I clicked on the kindle

version. I immediately spent a large amount of time trying to stop the order, which was listed as

pending, and was not able to find anyway to do that. I deleted the books from my content page for

my kindle, which still said pending. I reordered the set in the paper back version for my

Granddaughters birthday, hoping to get it in two days as advertised. I went back in later today, and

the kindle versions are still listed in my digital orders, but deleted from my online content. Why is it



so hard to make a correction like this - I still believe I am being charged for it, but it is not on my

kindle, and I have absolutely no need for it. Can someone please help me. Isn't there a place I can

go in your website that will help me to cancel this. If there is not a place, then there should be.

Orders outside the kindle area, are easily cancelled, when quickly done. Waiting.......................

Good read. Can't say too much more.

This is the second installment in The Heroes of Olympus series, and I have to say that I am slightly

disappointed in it although it is still a four star read. First off, Percy Jackson is reintroduced to the

story-line, but he remains the major player throughout the book with an inadequate portion of the

story shifting focus to the new characters involved. Secondly, there were parts of this story that

seemed to go by very slowly, which is very strange for a Rick Riordan book. Finally, my last

complaint has to do with the gods themselves. Why are they all still being so quiet? Zeus is really

starting to annoy me!Still, I enjoyed this book, and the characters weren't that bad overall. I think

Percy got an abundance of the attention, but his cohorts were very interesting and impressed me

greatly with their own unique merits. I just feel as if they are simply doomed to die in future portions

of the series. I can't image their lives being extended much farther at least, and that leaves me

feeling a little depressed with the conclusion of this story.Overall: Great addition to the series. Glad

to see Percy again, and excited about the ending's possibilities. Not pleased with the entire book or

the emotion it left with me, but I would still recommend this for young readers like pre-teens and

other double digit bearers plus a few mature single digit readers as well.

Grandson really liked this

Great addition to the series. Rick Riordan has a terrific way of putting you in the character's shoes,

making you care about them, and they become friends as real as anything. One of my favorite

authors.

First off the Kindle version had more typo's and spelling errors than most of my comments. That's

saying a lot)Second, I have always liked these books cause even though they seemed to have more

story coming they still seemed to have an ending. This one didn't I wouldn't have been surprised at

all to have "To Be Continued" after reading the last line of the book. I mean, he just cut it off. Take

left step, take r... nope you don't get right step till next book.Also in the book it did feel a little rushed,



true WE knew most of the story already since we had Lost Hero but still Mr. Riordan normally tells a

fuller story. This one felt a little more like filler to get Percy caught up and to introduce a couple of

other characters.SpoilerAlso in the book he broke one of his rules. You need a God and a demigod

to kill a giant. What god helped Frank and Hazel?Secondly, Leo is Sammy's great grandson? Is that

so he can through in a romantic love triangle or something? And no it wasn't a surprise at all as

soon as Gaea told Hazel that Sammy moved to Texas, and Percy said Sammy looks familiar to him.

Percy just had the dream where he seen Leo and the Argo II.End of spoilersBut other than those I

thought it was a great book, maybe my expectations were just set really high for this one. That or

maybe the Kindle errors just irked me off that much.

Totally worth the cash. It leaves you on a cliffhanger, and the concept is to tell you about what

happened somewhere else during the events of the first book in the series, The Lost Hero. Seriously

gives you perspective over why the first book is just "part" of the big boom in the end. Can't wait to

read the third book. The Mark of Athena, it's called.Also want the Demigod Diaries. Check out all my

reviews, you'll get plenty of information about the book or game.Look for Hungry Shark Evo, Temple

Run 2, and Temple Run Oz. They're good games.You should read the Percy Jackson and The

Olympians series before reading The Lost Hero, so you'll get every detail, not have to wonder so

much. Tells you what you must know, but still has a mysterious plot. This book is really funny and

modern, with a miscellaneous assortment of odd and amusing characters.Die, demigod

scum!(That's a quote, really funny

Not quite as good as the Percy Jackson series, but still really good. I've heard the series gets a lot

better after this book.
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